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An exceptional title developed in partnership with Rodin
Museum, for the centenary of Rodin's death. The
museum gave carte blanche to Anselm Kiefer, a
renowned artist with an international career. Their aim
was to highlight the similarity between these two men
and their artistic journeys. Anselm Kiefer has been
collaborating on this project for four years and will offer
new works specially created for this exhibition - a mix of
original large scale paintings, windows with
sculptures/installations and large size book pages made
of plaster and painted over. This book accompanies the
Kiefer/Rodin: Cathedrals exhibition at Musee Rodin from
March 2017 - October 2017 and Philadelphia: Barnes
Foundation from mid November 2017 to end March
2018. There is a Rodin retrospective at Grand Palais,
Paris, in October 2017. All three authors are curators at
Musee Rodin. Their work is dedicated to preserving and
publicising Rodin's art. SELLING POINTS: * Never
before seen works by Anlsem Kiefer, created in homage
to Rodin's work, to mark the centenary of his death *
Published in conjunction with the centenary of Rodin's
death * Many international celebrations have been
planned: a 2 euro coin with Rodin's Thinker will be
issued, as well as a stamp, a retrospective of Rodin at
the Grand Palais in October 2017, and a film coming out
in May - among many more 350 colour
The Description for this book, In the Storm of Roses:
Selected Poems by Ingeborg Bachmann, will be
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forthcoming.
The Music of the Future is not a book of predictions or
speculations about how to save the music business or
the bleeding edge of technologies. Rather, it's a history
of failures, mapping 200 years of attempts by
composers, performers and critics to imagine a future for
music. Encompassing utopian dream cities, temporal
dislocations and projects for the emancipation of all
sounds, The Music of the Future is in the end a call to
arms for everyone engaged in music: "to fail again, fail
better."
The first site-specific outdoor public sculpture ever to be
commissioned for the United States from Anselm Kiefer
(b. 1945) was unveiled in 2019 at the top of Rockefeller
Center's Channel Gardens, facing Fifth Avenue. Titled
'Uraeus', the work consists of a gigantic open book with
eagle's wings 30 feet in span, both made of lead, on top
of a 20-foot-tall lead-clad stainless steel column.
Clustered around the base of the column are further
outsize lead books, while a large snake coils up the
column. Lead is one of the artist's preferred materials for
its soft, fluid properties traditionally associated with
alchemical transformation, especially its second stage:
dissolution. In Kiefer's mind alchemy is a symbol for the
artist you have to destroy and then recreate. Uraeus
extends his vocabulary of striking mythic forms,
presented at an arresting new scale. It explores longtime
motifs in his work that, in this context and contemporary
moment, resonate in powerful new ways. Kiefer is the
most prominent German artist of the generation born in
or shortly after World War II, a figure of international
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standing who was recently awarded the J. Paul Getty
Medal (2017).
Offers a profile of the German artist, shows examples of
his paintings and photographs, and discusses his
approach to art. Colour throughout
A retrospective volume of Anselm Kiefer's work, this
book addresses the artist's entire career through the lens
of one compelling theme. From his earliest sculptures to
his recent highly textured paintings, Anselm Kiefer has
woven themes of heaven and earth into his work,
exploring the polarities of these ideas while struggling to
define the transcendent quality that places art squarely in
between. Destruction and rebirth, glory and shame, sin
and redemption all figure largely in Kiefer's often
controversial depictions of Germany's physical and
cultural landscape. This book of more than fifty
reproductions includes Kiefer's first work, The Heavens,
as well as numerous other rare early works and recent
works being presented for the first time. It features an
interview with the artist, which is accompanied by rich
black-and-white photographs of his ongoing monumental
installations on his property in Barjac, France.

An Eclipse of Moths extends Gregory Crewdson's
obsessive exploration of the small-town,
postindustrial American landscape. Each of these
sixteen, never-before-published images is composed
at a cinematic scale with the artist's signature
auteurial care. Downed streetlights, abandoned baby
carriages, and decommissioned carnival rides set
the scene for a cast of classic Crewdsonian
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characters--full of equal parts yearning and ennui.
This collection of images is offered in a limitededition, slipcased volume, sumptuously produced at
a scale that offers an immersive experience of each
of these carefully crafted scenes.
The catalogue accompanies an exhibition that brings
together many of the interests that have
characterised Kiefer's work for decades, including
mythology, astronomy and history. Located across
the entire Bermondsey space, it features a largescale installation and paintings that draw on the
scientific concept known as string theory. 00String
theory is a mathematical model that attempts to
articulate the known fundamental interactions of the
universe and forms of matter. In this new body of
work, Kiefer has 'tried to bring together theories of
seemingly extraneous principles from different
cultures and histories', so that complex scientific
theory is connected with subject matter from ancient
mythology. In so doing, Kiefer makes visual the idea
that, "Everything is connected: the missing letters,
string theory, the Norns, the Gordian
knot."00Exhibition: White Cube Bermondsey,
London, UK (15.11.2019 - 26.01.2020).
We like to imagine ourselves as rational beings who
think and speak, yet to live means first and foremost
to look, taste, feel, or smell the world around us. But
sensibility is not just a faculty: We are sensible
objects both to ourselves and to others, and our life
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is through and through a sensible life. This book,
now translated into five languages, rehabilitates
sensible existence from its marginalization at the
hands of modern philosophy, theology, and politics.
Coccia begins by defining the ontological status of
images. Not just an internal modification of our
consciousness, an image has an intermediate
ontological status that differs from that of objects or
subjects. The book’s second part explores our
interactions with images in dream, fashion, and
biological facts like growth and generation. Our life,
Coccia argues, is the life of images.
Mit seinem neuesten Künstlerbuch 'The Shape of
Ancient Thought' legt Anselm Kiefer erneut ein
Photographiebuch vor. Die auf seinen ausgedehnten
Reisen u.a. durch Indien und Italien entstandenen
und von ihm überarbeiteten photographischen
Werke zeigen Tempelarchitekturen aus dem Orient
und Okzident. Der Titel bezieht sich auf ein
bahnbrechendes Buch des US-amerikanischen
Kunsthistorikers und Schriftstellers Thomas
McEvilley: 'The Shape of Ancient Thought' (Antike
Denkbilder), 2002. McEvilley gelingt es in einer
umfassenden komparativen Studie Parallelen und
Gemeinsamkeiten zwischen der indischen und der
griechisch-römischen Philosophie aufzuzeigen.
Kiefer greift McEvilleys Theorie auf, indem er
Aufnahmen indischer und griechischer Stätten
zusammen zeigt und miteinander verbindet. In 'The
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Shape of Ancient Thought' findet Kiefer
eindrucksvolle Bilder, die die Erkenntnisse
McEvilleys visuell erfahrbar machen.
""Anselm Kiefer: Next Year in Jerusalem" was the
artist's first exhibition in New York since 2002. Kiefer
transformed the space into a labyrinth of glass and
steel vitrines, some more than twenty feet high. Each
vitrine is a tableau of organic and inorganic
material--cotton dresses, bushes, an airplane
fuselage, film spools, and burned books. In large
landscape paintings hung around the perimeter of
the gallery, Kiefer layers ash, lead, snakeskin and
other distressed materials, merging them with iconic
German landscapes of mountains, sea, and forest.
By constructing elaborate scenographies that fuse
art and literature, painting and sculpture, Kiefer
engages the complex events of history, the ancestral
epics of life, death, and the cosmos. The lavishly
illustrated catalogue features an essay by cultural
historian and novelist Marina Warner and Anselm
Kiefer's own writings."--Publisher's website.
This book accompanies and celebrates the inaugural
exhibition at the new Modern Art Museum of Fort
Worth, designed by the Japanese architect Tadao
Ando. The central subject of and impetus for this
building from the beginning has been art, with
particular emphasis on the display of the permanent
collection. Of the 153,000 square feet of space to
support space that emphasizes art like few
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museums in the world. That the first exhibition in
these pristine galleries is devoted to the collection is
a testament of pride and priority. Works by
approximately 150 artists, covering a wide range of
movements, especially postwar Abstract
Expressionism, Pop art, and Minimalism, are
currently displayed over the Museum's three twostory gallery pavilions. Together they present a
broad range of styles and media, from oil, acrylic,
and mixed-media paintings and drawings to
photography, sculpture, installation art, and video
and digital imagery. In honor of the Museum's 110th
anniversary, 110 of these artists have been chosen
for inclusion in this publication. Each artist's work is
presented in the form of a large color plate and a
detailed text entry, together with footnotes and key
artist information. A selection of the artists - notably
Philip Guston, Anselm Kiefer, Gerhard Richter, and
Robert Motherwell - are presented in the form of
extended monographic essays, accompanied by up
to eight works, as a reflection of their importance in
the Museum's permanent collection and their wider
importance in the development of postwar art.
Featuring newly commissioned essays and photography
of rarely exhibited works, this book highlights the
radicalism of Jean Dubuffet, who was one of the most
provocative voices of the postwar avant-garde. In 1940s
occupied Paris, Jean Dubuffet began to champion a
progressive vision for art; one that rejected classical
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notions of beauty in favor of a more visceral aesthetic.
Taking a pioneering approach to materiality and
technique, the artist variously blended paint with sand,
glass, tar, coal dust, and string. At the same time, he
began to assemble a collection of Art Brut--work that was
made outside the academic tradition of fine art--even
visiting psychiatric wards from 1945 to collect work by
patients. This book features texts from leading scholars
and is accompanied by images that illuminate Dubuffet's
attempts to move beyond the artistic expectations of his
time. The works are grouped into six thematic sections
that focus on specific series, from his graffiti-inspired
"Walls" and his notorious portrait series, "People are
Much More Beautiful Than They Think" to the "Corps de
dames," a controversial series of "female" landscapes,
and his anthropomorphic sculptures, "Little Statues of
Precarious Life." Exquisitely produced, this celebration of
Dubuffet's work embraces his world view that art is for
everyone, not just the elite.
In 1974 Anselm Kiefer produced Erotik im Fernen Osten
oder: Transition from Cool to Warm, a book of
watercolors. Thirty years later, Gagosian Gallery’s
newest catalogue marks Kiefer’s return to the medium,
with works made between 2012 and 2015. More than
forty unique artists’s books, their pages painted with
gesso to mimic marble, can be found in the exciting new
tome. Artists’s books are an integral part of Kiefer’s
oeuvre; over time they have ranged in scale from the
intimate to the monumental, and in materials, from lead
to dried plant matter. In this selection of books, the
sequences of narrative information and visual effect
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evoke the fragile endurance of the sacred and the
spiritual through the female figures on the marbled
pages.
Volume covers the Collection of Prints and Illustrated
Books, not the collection of artists' books.
We barely talk about them and seldom know their
names. Philosophy has always overlooked them; even
biology considers them as mere decoration on the tree of
life. And yet plants give life to the Earth: they produce the
atmosphere that surrounds us, they are the origin of the
oxygen that animates us. Plants embody the most direct,
elementary connection that life can establish with the
world. In this highly original book, Emanuele Coccia
argues that, as the very creator of atmosphere, plants
occupy the fundamental position from which we should
analyze all elements of life. From this standpoint, we can
no longer perceive the world as a simple collection of
objects or as a universal space containing all things, but
as the site of a veritable metaphysical mixture. Since our
atmosphere is rendered possible through plants alone,
life only perpetuates itself through the very circle of
consumption undertaken by plants. In other words, life
exists only insofar as it consumes other life, removing
any moral or ethical considerations from the equation. In
contrast to trends of thought that discuss nature and the
cosmos in general terms, Coccia’s account brings the
infinitely small together with the infinitely big, offering a
radical redefinition of the place of humanity within the
realm of life.
German-born and France-based artist, Anselm Kiefer,
presents 'il mistero delle cattedrali', a 11,000 square foot
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installation at the White Cube Bermondsey Gallery in
London. The exhibition includes works from various
times within the artist's four decades as a creative force
and explores the idea of alchemy. The show is given the
name 'il mistero delle cattedrali' due to the closely linked
subject matter with that of a book in the 1920's by a
French alchemist and esoteric author under the
pseudonym Fulcanelli by the same title.
Four artists from Germany, known globally, who have
each attained a level of fame that is unique in the history
of German art. Their renown was cemented by their early
work of the 1960s--that decade of reaction and rebellion,
of confrontation and upheaval, of utopias and a new
social compass. In conversations with Gotz Adriani, the
artists talk frankly about their work during this time when
German society, East and West, may have got over the
Nazi regime and the worst of the devastation of the war,
but not the cultural and intellectual roots of Germany's
fascist past. The book offers a fresh and comprehensive
look at the early works of Baselitz, Richter, Polke, and
Kiefer, at how each one variously tackled the aesthetic
dominance of abstract art and the unique social and
political environment of their newly founded country, the
Federal Republic of Germany.
This catalogue of the December 1998 exhibition held at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art presents a detailed look at works
on paper by Kiefer, the German artist whose work has
continually dealt with the Holocaust as well as other elements
of German culture and history. Representing a variety of
media--watercolors, acrylics, painted-over photographs, and
woodcuts--the 54 color reproductions of his works cover the
years from 1969 to 1993 and reveal the artist's talent for
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blending biting commentary and humor. Also contains about
50 bandw illustrations that demonstrate pertinent connections
to works by both Kiefer and other artists. Oversize:
10.25x11.25". Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc.,
Portland, OR
In this superbly illustrated volume, Danièle Cohn, who has
worked alongside Anselm Kiefer for many years, explains the
central role the artists studios play in his artistic process. She
reveals how Kiefers ateliers their layout and organization, and
their location are intrinsic to his work as a painter and
sculptor. The reader is taken on an exploration of Kiefers
ateliers around the world, from the attic of a former school
and a disused brickyard in Germany, via ateliers in the rural
south of France and the urban setting of the Marais in Paris,
to his current studio in Croissy-Beaubourg on the outskirts of
the capital. Throughout, we discover how Anselm Kiefers
work spaces have influenced his art.
Over the past four decades, Anselm Kiefer has produced a
diverse body of work in painting, sculpture, and installation
that has made him among the most important artists of his
generation. His subject matter includes sources as diverse as
Teutonic mythology and history, alchemy, and the nature of
belief, all depicted in a bewildering variety of materials,
including oil paint, dirt, lead, models, photographs, woodcuts,
sand, straw, and all manner of organic material. By adding
found materials to the painted surface of his immense
tableaux, he invents a compelling third space between
painting and sculpture. With more than 400 color images of
the artist's works, this catalog presents works which have
rarely shown in public and his most recent works. It includes
critical essays, an interview with the artist, and a chronology
detailing his long career.
A groundbreaking catalogue of the largest collection of Kiefer
works in North America. Anselm Kiefer ranks among the bestPage 11/13
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known post–World War II European artists. Published to
coincide with a new exhibition at the NSU Art Museum Fort
Lauderdale and a long-term installation at the Massachusetts
Museum of Contemporary Art, this is the first survey of one of
the world’s largest collections of works by Anselm Kiefer.
The Hall and Hall Art Foundation collections include major
Kiefer artist books, works on paper, paintings, sculptures, and
large-scale installations from the late 1960s to the present
day—many of which have never before been reproduced.
Among the earlier treasures are Kiefer’s artist’s books,
which are reproduced here in unprecedented depth and
which contain in their rough directness so much of the
lyricism with which he approaches scale and material
complexity. With original texts by Norman Rosenthal, Bonnie
Clearwater, and Joseph Thompson, this is a beautiful
document of a significant collection and a definitive
celebration of one of the most important artists working
anywhere today.
Für Andrea Emo brings together around twenty paintings and
three vitrines alongside recent diaries of Anselm Kiefer (born
1945). Dedicated to nihilist philosopher Andrea Emo, Kiefer's
use of molten lead on painted canvases reflects his interest in
the concept of destruction and regeneration.
Unlike almost any other contemporary German artist, Anselm
Kiefer (born 1945) has rendered the horrors of recent history
and created profound works of art with mythological, religious
and philosophical themes, in subtle layers that alternately
cover as well as uncover one another—that contain the
knowledge of the inevitable transformation and dissolution of
all matter, at once monumental and material-related. These
fundamental elements also inform his woodcuts. This
catalogue, accompanying the retrospective of the same name
at the Albertina, Vienna, deals with these for the first time.
More than 35 major works comprise the most important
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cycles and thematic groups and demonstrate their variety,
from the earliest works in traditional book format and the
fascinating large-format works titled Brunhilde: Grane, to the
Ways of Worldly Wisdom: Arminius’s Battleand the
Rhinewoodcuts.

A classic, beautifully produced survey of a renowned
collection? The National Gallery of Art in Washington,
DC, is renowned for its world-class collection of paintings
representing seven centuries of American and European
art. Now in the sixth printing since its original publication
in 2004, this engaging and broad-ranging volume is a
wonderful introduction to the collection and, by
extension, to the history of Western painting. The book
showcases 400 masterworks, arranged chronologically
from a 13th-century Byzantine icon to contemporary
works, and provides incisive commentary on each. It
features paintings by Leonardo da Vinci, Rembrandt van
Rijn, Johannes Vermeer, Francisco Goya, Winslow
Homer, Paul Cézanne, Mary Cassatt, Barnett Newman,
and other distinguished artists, all reproduced in
gorgeous color.
The perfect introduction to the life and work of Anselm
Kiefer
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